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Introduction

Model

How do children learn the meanings of
words like verbs, which make reference to
abstract relations?

Step 1: commit to representations which can (1) distinguish
complex meanings and (2) support bootstrapping inferences.

Bootstrapping simulation
Utterance u:
“the girl gorps the toy”
Novel word w: gorps

Any observation of the use of such words largely
underdetermines their meaning [2].

The model explains
childrens’ ability to
make zero-shot
syntactic
bootstrapping
inferences.

Syntactic bootstrapping solution:
the syntactic frame(s) in which a word
appears hint at the word’s meaning.
Are existing computational frameworks set up to test this
idea?
Cognitive models

Complex meanings

(aimed to explain developmental
phenomena)

(easily scalable to things like verb
meanings)

Computational
models of word
learning [3, 4, 5]
Semantic parsing [6]

✔

✘

✘

✔

Learning from scratch
We presented a learner with
utterances in noisy contexts:

Task: acquire a lexicon and
accurately predict sentence meanings.

We design a computational word learning model
which deals in abstract, LoT-like representations. It
replicates the phenomenon of syntactic bootstrapping
after unsupervised learning from scratch on a
dataset of utterances paired with their contexts.

Unsupervised learning:
Utterance–meaning / word–meaning
relations are never directly observed.

Evaluation: (1) held-out parsing test set;
(2) syntactic bootstrapping test

Syntactic bootstrapping
“Causal” scene

Experimental result [1]

Step 2: design a probabilistic model which can power inference
over these representations.

Positive transitive query:
“Point where the girl wugged the toy.”

Negative transitive query:

Conclusion

“Point where the girl didn’t wug the toy.”
“Non-causal” scene (gap in time + space)
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The model learns syntax–semantics
biases without direct word-level or
sentence-level supervision.

The model
incorporates a
crucial link
between a
word’s syntactic
type sw and its
meaning mw.

We provide a formal account of syntactic bootstrapping,
capturing qualitative experimental results, and unifying research in
computational models of word learning and semantic parsing.
Our framework promises to
1. Scale to naturalistic corpora
2. Make predictions about novel bootstrapping phenomena

